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A Pack of Blood and Lies Ellora's Cave
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole and Gena Showalter,
meet the Alpha Pack. Once, they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top
secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who take on the darkest
dangers on Earth. Intensely passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D.
Tyler's Alpha Pack are unforgettable. After a massacre decimates half
his team and leaves him crippled, Jaxon Law must relearn how to fight
- and battle the anger and guilt threatening to overwhelm him. But
when he rescues a beautiful woman who reawakens his primal instincts,
Jax is unprepared for the dangers that lie ahead. On the run from her
employer, brilliant lab assistant Kira Locke has evidence that leads
the Alpha Pack on a hunt for someone targeting human civilians with
Psy abilities. And as Jax and Kira circle both the killer and each
other, Jax will have to decide if the deep connection he feels with
Kira is worth breaking the ultimate shifter rule - because bonding
with Kira means putting his abilities at risk, and they might be the
only tools he has to keep his mate alive... Don't miss the other sexy
and exciting Alpha Pack adventures in Savage Awakening, Black Moon,
Hunter's Heart and Cole's Redemption. And be sure not to miss J. D.
Tyler's romantic suspense alter-ego Jo Davis, and her sensational,
sizzling Sugarland Blue series.
Primal Law Kensington Publishing Corp.
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole and Gena Showalter, meet the Alpha Pack. Once, they
were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top secret team of wolf shifters with Psy powers who take on the
darkest dangers on Earth. Intensely passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's Alpha Pack are
unforgettable. When a battle leaves healer and black wolf shifter Zander Cole deaf and his powers
dimmed, he is devastated and sees only one option: leave the Pack for ever. White wolf shifter Selene

Westfall knows pain - and she lives to exact revenge. So when she is challenged by a savage black wolf,
she puts up a vicious fight - only to become his Bondmate as a result of his bite. Forced together through
their unlikely, turbulent bond, a love neither expected may be all that stands between these two damaged
souls and a killer trying desperately to keep the past dead and buried... Don't miss the other sexy and
exciting Alpha Pack adventures in Primal Law, Savage Awakening, Black Moon and Hunter's Heart.
And be sure not to miss J. D. Tyler's romantic suspense alter-ego Jo Davis, and her thrilling, scorching-
hot Sugarland Blue series.
Face the Flames Penguin
I never really thought I'd be captured... Despite being born an Omega, I refused to spend my life
in a facility, waiting for a suitable Alpha to claim me as his. Instead, with the help of my family, I
broke the law, hiding among the Betas, trying to live a normal life. I enjoyed five years of
freedom... ...then they caught me. Now I've been chosen by Arius, the second most powerful
Alpha in Sandor. The moment my scent reached him, overcome by the rut, he had to take me.
As his mate, I can have anything my heart desires - anything he has the power to give. The only
thing I don't have is a choice.
Beast Behaving Badly Penguin
A captivating paranormal from a rising voice in erotic romance. As undisputed Alpha, Rafael
must choose a life mate to preserve the dominance of his Lycan pack. He never suspected his
mate would be a human, the same wounded girl-woman he seduced from the brink of death.
Falon is a dangerous combination of Lycan and Slayer-bred to destroy his kind. She's also a
mesmerizing beauty whose sensuality tempts the warrior to take risks. Surrendering to their
primal heat could destroy them both...for a vengeful foe awaits to take what is rightfully his by
Blood Law.
Cole's Redemption: Alpha Pack Book 5 Hachette UK
The “unparalleled romantic adventure”* of Nalini Singh’s New York Times
bestselling series continues as a new dawn begins for the Psy-Changeling world… A
staggering transformation has put the Psy, humans, and changelings at a crossroads.
The Trinity Accord promises a new era of cooperation between disparate races and
groups. It is a beacon of hope held together by many hands: old enemies, new allies,
wary loners. But a century of distrust and suspicion can’t be so easily forgotten, and
it threatens to shatter Trinity from within at any moment. As rival members vie for
dominance, chaos and evil gather in the shadows and a kidnapped woman’s cry for
help washes up in San Francisco, while the Consortium turns its murderous gaze
toward a child who is the embodiment of change, of love, of piercing hope: a child
who is both Psy…and changeling. To find the lost and protect the vulnerable—and to
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save Trinity—no one can stand alone. This is a time of loyalty across divisions, of
bonds woven into the heart and the soul, of heroes known and unknown standing back
to back and holding the line. But is an allegiance of honor even possible with traitors
lurking in their midst? *Publishers Weekly on Shards of Hope
Wolf Totem and the Post-Mao Utopian Quinn Loftis Books, LLC
-Xcor, leader of the Band of Bastards, convicted of treason against the Blind King, is
facing a brutal interrogation and torturous death at the hands of the Black Dagger
Brotherhood. Yet after a life marked by cruelty and evil deeds, he accepts his
soldier's fate, his sole regret the loss of a sacred female who was never his: the
Chosen Layla. Layla alone knows the truth that will save Xcor's life. But revealing his
sacrifice and his hidden heritage will expose them both and destroy everything Layla
holds dear--even her role of mother to her precious young---Amazon.com.

Red Thorns Penguin
“The hottest collection of studs in romance” (New York Times Bestselling
Author Angela Knight) returns as J. R. Ward brings together two of the most
beloved people in the Black Dagger Brotherhood world—at last.... Qhuinn, son of
no one, is used to being on his own. Disavowed from his bloodline, shunned by
the aristocracy, he has found an identity as a brutal fighter in the war against
the Lessening Society. But his life is not complete. Even as the prospect of
having a family of his own seems within reach, he is empty on the inside, his
heart given to another.... Blay, after years of unrequited love, has moved on
from his feelings for Qhuinn. And it’s about time: it seems Qhuinn has found his
perfect match in a Chosen female, and they are going to have a young. It’s hard
for Blay to see the new couple together, but building your life around a pipe
dream is just a heartbreak waiting to happen. And Qhuinn needs to come to
terms with some dark things before he can move forward… Fate seems to have
taken these vampire soldiers in different directions, but as the battle over the
race’s throne intensifies, and new players on the scene in Caldwell create
mortal danger for the Brotherhood, Qhuinn learns the true meaning of courage,
and two hearts meant to be together finally become one.
Shadow Rider Thorns Duet
Moonlust: "During Brianna's trip to the Ural Mountains of Russia, a life-threatening accident
places her at the mercy of a strange, reclusive man. A man whose secrets and unquenchable
hunger will change her life forever..."--Publisher description.

Prince of Wolves Penguin
A bet turned into a nightmare. She broke my heart. Broke me. Broke us. Only
one thing could mend the gaping wound she left behind. Her. Naomi. All mine
for the taking. All mine for owning. All mine.
Primal Law Penguin
For months, socially withdrawn Dr. Brent Carson has been reading about
women being abducted throughout the city, the most recent article revealing
how all of them may have been practitioners of witchcraft. Out of curiosity,
Brent decides to personally investigate what is going on, but is distracted when

four friends move to the city, all of whom he knows to be werewolves - except
for Angela Dane, who is only half. Angela is an energetic, talented and very
spirited girl. She is extremely close and loyal to her friends, but the first
moment Brent sees Angela, there is something about her he finds disturbing. He
cannot understand why, but his first reaction towards her is one of hatred,
inexplicably feeling as if she shouldn't even be alive. That night, Angela is
attacked by a psychotic demon, one who has been stealing paranormal beings
for centuries and taking them to hell for his personal version of trafficking. The
demon almost claims her as his newest prize, only to have his interests quickly
switch to Brent the moment he learns of his true identity.
Allegiance of Honor Penguin
As Alpha of the Lonestar Wolf Pack and Mayor of their small Texas town, Jacob Sanderson
has more than enough on his plate to handle. When women from his pack start getting killed,
he knows his best resource for solving the murders is Sheriff Alexandra Littlefoot. Now, if
he can keep his hands off her, everything will be fine. A bad shooting and the loss of a
partner caused Alex to leave San Antonio. She sees being sheriff of the small town as
penance for her sins. Working with Jake isn’t exactly what she would call ideal, but he
insists on helping with the investigation. Close working conditions make it impossible to
ignore their attraction, and one kiss leads to more than either of them expected. After one
night together, he knows this is no casual encounter, and walking away is impossible. He
knows she’s his mate, and while she isn’t a wolf, he knows she has some connection to the
pack. As secrets rise to the surface, the killer’s violence escalates and threatens to destroy
not only their fragile new love, but the entire Lonestar Pack. This book was previously
published as The Alpha's Saving Grace.

Phoenix Reborn Penguin
The primal rule of winning: don't fall in love with the contender. Three months shy of
my eighteenth birthday, I'm forced to return to Colorado. Even though it's been six
years, and the wolves of my all-male pack don't recognize me, I recognize them.
People who shun others because of their gender are hard to forget. Especially Liam
Kolane-son of Heath, the crudest and cruelest Alpha to have ruled the Boulder Pack.
Liam is as handsome as he is infuriating, as kind as he is punishing, and he makes my
traitorous heart race, which is unfortunate. After all, he's a Kolane. Like father like
son, right? When Heath dies, Liam vies to become the new Alpha and no one dares to
challenge him. Except me. Thus begins a treacherous game. The rules: winner takes
all...including loser's heart. Start this new adult enemies-to-lovers paranormal shifter
romance today!

The 5AM Club HarperCollins
The #1 New York Times Bestseller! Atlanta is a city plagued by magical
problems. Kate Daniels will fight to solve them—no matter the cost... Mercenary
Kate Daniels and her mate, Curran, the Beast Lord, are struggling to solve a
heartbreaking crisis. Unable to control their beasts, many of the Pack’s
shapeshifting children fail to survive to adulthood. While there is a medicine
that can help, the secret to its making is closely guarded by the European
packs, and there’s little available in Atlanta. Kate can’t bear to watch innocents
suffer, but the solution she and Curran have found threatens to be even more
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painful. The European shapeshifters who once outmaneuvered the Beast Lord
have asked him to arbitrate a dispute—and they’ll pay him in medicine. With the
young people’s survival and the Pack’s future at stake, Kate and Curran know
they must accept the offer—but they have little doubt that they’re heading
straight into a trap...
Alpha Wolf Series Penguin
Meet the Alpha Pack, a top-secret military team of wolf-shifters fighting the
most dangerous predators in the world, human and nonhuman. After a massacre
leaves Jaxon Law crippled, he must relearn how to fight-and battle the anger
and guilt threatening to overwhelm him. But when Jax rescues a beautiful
woman who awakens his primal instincts, he is unprepared for the dangers that
lie ahead. Soon he must decide if the deep connection he feels with Kira is
worth defying the ultimate shifter law...
Trial By Fire Penguin
Legendary leadership and elite performance expert Robin Sharma introduced The
5am Club concept over twenty years ago, based on a revolutionary morning routine
that has helped his clients maximize their productivity, activate their best health and
bulletproof their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity. Now, in this life-
changing book, handcrafted by the author over a rigorous four-year period, you will
discover the early-rising habit that has helped so many accomplish epic results while
upgrading their happiness, helpfulness and feelings of aliveness. Through an
enchanting—and often amusing—story about two struggling strangers who meet an
eccentric tycoon who becomes their secret mentor, The 5am Club will walk you
through: How great geniuses, business titans and the world’s wisest people start
their mornings to produce astonishing achievements A little-known formula you can
use instantly to wake up early feeling inspired, focused and flooded with a fiery drive
to get the most out of each day A step-by-step method to protect the quietest hours
of daybreak so you have time for exercise, self-renewal and personal growth A
neuroscience-based practice proven to help make it easy to rise while most people
are sleeping, giving you precious time for yourself to think, express your creativity
and begin the day peacefully instead of being rushed “Insider-only” tactics to defend
your gifts, talents and dreams against digital distraction and trivial diversions so you
enjoy fortune, influence and a magnificent impact on the world Part manifesto for
mastery, part playbook for genius-grade productivity and part companion for a life
lived beautifully, The 5am Club is a work that will transform your life. Forever.
Primal Instincts Harmless Publishing
“Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books are full of oddball characters, strong females with
attitude and dialogue that can have you laughing out loud.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer
Some men just have more to offer. Like hard-muscled, shape-shifting Bo
Novikov--part polar bear, part lion, pure alpha… Ten years after Blayne Thorpe first
encountered Bo Novikov, she still can't get the smooth-talking shifter out of her head.
Now he's shadowing her in New York--all seven-plus feet of him--determined to
protect her from stalkers who want to use her in shifter dogfights. Even if he has to
drag her off to an isolated Maine town where the only neighbors are other bears

almost as crazy as he is. Let sleeping dogs lie. Bo knows it's good advice, but he can't
leave Blayne be. Blame it on her sweet sexiness--or his hunch that there's more to
this little wolfdog than meets the eye. Blayne has depths he hasn't yet begun to
fathom--much as he'd like to. She may insist Bo's nothing but a pain in her delectable
behind, but polar bears have patience in spades. Soon she'll realize how good they can
be together. And when she does, animal instinct tells him it'll be worth the wait…
"Non-stop laughter, snark, and witty banter." –SmexyBooks Praise for the novels of
Shelly Laurenston "Delicious, sexy and wicked fun!" --New York Times bestselling
author Gena Showalter on Bear Meets Girl

Magic Rises Penguin
"Brothers at the Black Dagger Brotherhood training center push recruits to the
limit to become faster and stronger than ever before as they continue preparing
for the fight against the lessening society. Novo, a resilient survivor and a bit
rough around the edges, has overcome a great deal, including her intense
attraction to suave, aristocratic Peyton. The two fighters shared a passionate
physical connection. But when Peyton finally comes to terms with and admits
his true feelings for Novo she rejects him for a more stable male. Now they
must train in close quarters and eventually confront the feelings they still
undoubtedly harbor for one another"--
I Spy A Dark Obsession National Geographic Books
Ross prides himself on running the best detective agency in the state, able to find anyone
and anything in record time. But when Greg Davidson steps into his office, everything
changes.Soon, Ross finds himself in the middle of mystery. Who is Greg Davidson, really?
And why does he have a shifter named Jenny locked away in his cellar?As events unfold,
Ross finds himself dealing with a growing danger as well as battling with his own heart. Will
they be able to get Jenny to safety? And can they stop Davidson once and for all?Find out in
the first instalment of the Lone Wolf series.

Primal Law: Alpha Pack Book 1 Hachette UK
Fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Kresley Cole and Gena Showalter, meet the
Alpha Pack. Once, they were Navy SEALS. Now, they are a top secret team of
wolf shifters with Psy powers who take on the darkest dangers on Earth.
Intensely passionate and utterly thrilling, J. D. Tyler's Alpha Pack are
unforgettable. After a massacre decimates half his team and leaves him
crippled, Jaxon Law must relearn how to fight - and battle the anger and guilt
threatening to overwhelm him. But when he rescues a beautiful woman who
reawakens his primal instincts, Jax is unprepared for the dangers that lie
ahead. On the run from her employer, brilliant lab assistant Kira Locke has
evidence that leads the Alpha Pack on a hunt for someone targeting human
civilians with Psy abilities. And as Jax and Kira circle both the killer and each
other, Jax will have to decide if the deep connection he feels with Kira is worth
breaking the ultimate shifter rule - because bonding with Kira means putting his
abilities at risk, and they might be the only tools he has to keep his mate alive...
Don't miss the other sexy and exciting Alpha Pack adventures in Savage
Awakening, Black Moon, Hunter's Heart and Cole's Redemption. And be sure
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not to miss J. D. Tyler's romantic suspense alter-ego Jo Davis, and her
sensational, sizzling Sugarland Blue series.
Loved by the Alpha Wolf BRILL
The #1 New York Times bestselling “queen of paranormal romance” (USA
Today) is back with a sexy series starring a Chicago crime family that hides a
dark, mystical secret... Whether it’s fast cars or fast women, Stefano Ferraro
gets what he wants. When he’s not fodder for the paparazzi, he commands
Ferraro family businesses—both legitimate and illegitimate. While their criminal
activity is simply a rumor yet to be proven, no one knows the real truth. The
Ferraros are a family of shadow riders capable of manipulating light and dark,
an ability Stefano thought ran in his family alone—until now… With little left to
her name, Francesca Cappello has come to Chicago in hopes of a new life. She
wasn’t expecting to attract the attention of a man with primal hunger in his
eyes, driven to claim her as his to protect and to please. And if he discovers
her secret, it could ruin her...
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